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Socrates      Plato       Aristotle 



Socrate 

Socrates set the standard for 
Western philosophy as we 
know it today. 5 
 

Served in army during the 
Peloponnesian War 
 

Dabbled in politics after the 
war 
 

Eventually retired to a 
private life. 
 
 

Devoted time to 
philosophical dialogue.6 

Socrates mission:“was to expose the ignorance of 
those who thought themselves wise” 



 Critic of the Sophists 

 Encouraged students to think 

 Left no writings – skeptical 

 Dialectic method  
  Conversational 

 Based upon reason and logic 

 Popular among the youth 

 a “gadfly” in Athens 

 Placed on trial for impiety and 
corrupting the youth 

 Was executed in 399 – drank 
poison hemlock 



“ In the time of Socrates, 
investigation into nature 
stopped, and philosophers 
turned away to studying the 
virtue that is relevant to the 
conduct of life.” 

    Aristotle 
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excellence 

Famous for 

“What is it” 

Question 

What is virtue, 

justice, 

moderation, 

beauty…? 

He was seeking definitions 

First step in knowledge is to define words  
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Arête, virtue, 

excellence 
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“What is it” 

Question 

What is virtue, 

justice, 

moderation, 

beauty…? 

He was seeking definitions 

First step in knowledge is to define words  

  1. A combination of qualities, such 
as shape, colour, or form, that pleases 
the aesthetic senses, especially the 
sight. 
1.1 -  A combination of qualities that 
pleases the intellect. 
2. An excellent example of something. 

Courage - The ability to do 
something dangerous, or to face 

pain or opposition, without 
showing fear synonym bravery He 

showed great courage and 
determination. 



Method of inductive definition 
 In teaching method, he did not use “spoon-
feeding” method, but “dialogue – questions & 
answers.” Socrates liked using examples of daily 
affairs to enlighten his students 



Method of inductive definition 
 In teaching method, he did not use “spoon-
feeding” method, but “dialogue – questions & 
answers.” Socrates liked using examples of daily 
affairs to enlighten his students 

conversation between 
two or more persons. 

An exchange of ideas or opinions 
on a particular issue, especially  
apolitical or religious issue, with a
 view to reaching an amicable 
agreement or settlement. 

to discuss areas of disagreement 
frankly in order to resolve them. 





The art or practice of logical discussion as employed  
in investigating the truth of a theory or opinion. 



The art or practice of logical discussion as employed  
in investigating the truth of a theory or opinion. 



The art or practice of logical discussion as employed  
in investigating the truth of a theory or opinion. 

I know that I know nothing. 
Socrates did not think he knew a 
lot.” 
Socrates knew that he was ignorant 
(but the others did not know that 
we were ignorant) 

The combining of  the
 constituent elements 

of separate 
material or 

abstract entities into a
 single or unified        

entity (opposed to ana
lysis,) the separating 
of any material or abs

tract entity into its      
constituent elements. 

http://www.dictionary.com/browse/analysis
http://www.dictionary.com/browse/analysis


Method of inductive definition 

1. Examine instances 
of a concept 

Ask the question – what 
is it that all instances 
have in common? 

2. Find the essence of the instances of the concept.  

3. Seek to find general concepts by examining 
isolated instances.+ 

 This indirect method of searching for the truth 

 Conversational partners, puzzlement, 

unhappiness.  

  puzzled and frustrated  

 forced to believe and admit ignorant of  

 they knew perfectly well  

 and that the principles they lived there  

 unable to withstand close intellectual scrutiny.7  



 

 399 B.C. 

 3 Athenian citizens:  
 Meletus   

 Anytus 

 Lycon 

 Accused Socrates of 

1.  “heresy” (“impiety”) 

2. did not believe/ or observe the gods of the 
polis 

3.  “corrupted the minds of the youth” 

 Vested Interests 



 “I am not going to escape, I am going to stay 
right here. If I were to escape after having been 
found legally guilty, that would set a bad 
example. I am going to obey the law. And so the 
young people will not be corrupted by my 
example.”  

“Socrates, we 
have arranged 

everything. You 
can escape, go to 

the city of Thebes, 
and there receive 

hospitality.”  

“I sent my wife away and now here you are, worse than women, 
weeping like this. Stop it! What is bad? I am going to die. My whole 
life has been a preparation for death, preparing myself so that my soul 
will be free.  



 

The School of  Athens 

 La Scuola di Atene 

    The School of 
Athens has 
philosophy "or at 
least ancient Greek 
philosophy, as its 
subject and its 
overhead label, 
“Causarum 
Cognitio” tells us 
what kind, as it 
appears to echo 
Aristotle’s 
emphasis on 
wisdom as 
knowing why, 
hence ‘knowing 
the cause’. 9 





 Born Athens  

 Served in the military from 409-404 B.C., the 
end of the Peloponnesian War. 

 In 403 B.C. democracy returned to Athens, 
but Plato seemed little interested in politics. 

 The death of Socrates in 399 B.C. had a 
profound effect upon him. 

 Plato left Athens and traveled to Egypt, Sicily, and 

Italy.   

 Returned 387 B.C. founded the Academy. 

 Presided institution, which encouraged research and 

instruction in philosophy and science, until he died. 

 



MATERIAL WORLD –  

WORLD of the SENSES 

Using our bodies with their 

unreliable and changing 

senses, we form opinions 

‘FLOWING’ or 

CHANGING things 

ETERNAL and  

IMMUTABLE things 

REALITY – the 

WORLD of IDEAS 

Using our minds/souls 

we access the world of 

ideas with reason 

Parmenides  
Eternal & timeless reality. 
Whence Plato concludes  

Goodness is timeless.  
The best state has static 
perfection. 

Heraclitus 
Nothing permanent in 
the sensible world 
No knowledge through 
the senses, only through 
the intellect 

Socrates 
Dialectical  

Method 



‘FLOWING’ or 

CHANGING things * Sense knowledge is illusory because 

- our senses are unreliable 

- things that we sense have a transitory existence 



‘FLOWING’ or 

CHANGING things * Sense knowledge is illusory because 

- our senses are unreliable 

- things that we sense have a transitory existence 

2. Direct experience 
with objects is 
slightly better, 
but is still just 
belief or 
opinion. 

    An attempt to gain knowledge 
through sensory experience is doomed 
to ignorance or opinion. 

1. Imagining is lowest form  
of understanding 



Everything in the empirical world is an inferior 
manifestation of the pure form, which exists in the 
abstract. 3 

REALITY – the 

WORLD of IDEAS 

True knowledge 
can be attained 
only through 
reason; rational 
thought regarding 
the forms. 

Contemplation of 
mathematical 
relationships is 
better than 
imagination and 
direct experience. 
4 



The reminiscence theory of knowledge  
Forgetting 

homesickness 



The reminiscence theory of knowledge  
Forgetting 

homesickness 

Prior to coming 
into the body, 
the soul dwelt 
in pure, 
complete 
knowledge.  

Knowledge is 
innate and 
attained only 
through 
introspection 

All true knowledge comes 
only from remembering 
the experiences the soul 
had prior to entering the 
body. 13 



The nature of the soul 
To obtain knowledge, 

one must suppress 
bodily needs and 
concentrate on 
rational pursuits.  

            Job of rational 
component is to 
postpone and inhibit 
immediate gratification 
when it is in the best 
long-term benefit of the 
person. 14 
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- Aristotle (388-322 BC) 

was Plato’s student. 
 

- Influenced all later 

Christian philosophers, 

including Augustine and 

Thomas Aquinas. 
 

- Wrote on many subjects: 

biology, chemistry, 

astronomy. 
 

- Best-known: Categories, 

Metaphysics. 







The main branches of Aristotel’s philosophy  



Metaphysics 
Plato was  

mathematical.  
Aristotle was  

biological 



Metaphysics 
Plato was  

mathematical.  
Aristotle was  

biological 

evolutionary,  
teleological,  
organic. 

geometry,  
static,  
numbers. 

Plato:  

Essences (truths) in the 

forms that exist 

independent of 

nature, known only 

by using 

introspection 

(rationalism) 

Aristotle: 
Essences could be 

known only by 
studying nature 
through individual 
observation of 
phenomena 
(empiricism).18 





Form gives thing its characteristics … 
particularly the ability to change from a 
current potential state to a later actual 
final state.        









    Actuality is more fundamental 

than or “prior to” potentiality, in 

several ways 

• A potentiality is always a 

potentiality for some kind of 

actuality, not vice versa. 

Actuality is prior in definition. 

• Potentialities are never 

actualized except by the 

presence of actual 

agents. 



Is not efficient  



Is efficient  



Material cause 20   

 matter of which it is made 



Formal cause  
form or pattern of the object 
 – what is it? 



Efficient cause  
force that transforms the matter  
– who made it? 



Final cause  
purpose – why it exists. 



Final cause  
purpose – why it exists. 

     Hedonism is a philosophy of 
utilitarism, which says to act in 
a way that maximizes utility. 
Hedonists equate pleasure with 
utility and believe that 
pleasure is the master of all 
humankind, and acts as the 
ultimate life goal. 


